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1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. ABSOLUTELY A MUST
READ!By CustomerThis book is a fresh new look at what the future can and
probably holds for the human race. It was a very easy read; so much that I
couldn't turn the pages fast enough. I would love this story to go on and on. The
characters were so easy to relate to and I felt that I was right there with them!!!
THIS BOOK SHOULD BE MADE INTO A MOVIE - It would be a change from
all the zombie movies out there. Thank you Mr. Miskell for all the hard work
you put into this tale of the future. You have become my new favorite author.1 of
1 people found the following review helpful. Good bookBy CustomerAnother
good book in the Naomi Kinder series. I look forward to the next book in the
series. Will definitely buy.2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Kitty
Muse Book ReviewsBy KittyItrsquo;s the year 2097, about a month after Naomi
and Leo were given a herorsquo;s welcome for saving the solar system from a
black hole. But scarcely has the dust begun to settle on their space suits when
they are called back to Godspeed Headquarters in Ares City, Mars.Their boss,
Bonnie, and her army of researchers have discovered just what was in the
capsule that nearly wiped the two adventurers out on their way home. Within its
sheath are the following: a message in a strange meacute;lange of languages;
plans for a ship that will traverse both space and time; and bits and pieces of a
human body.The researchers have parsed out the message, and it is seemingly
incredible: the capsule is the remains of one Peter Romero, who was trying to
get back to Earth in time to stop a catastrophendash;in the year 2313.He and
genetically-created Medusans had been sent to a planet known as X14 to see to
a problem with researchers dying off. And unfortunately the problem
accompanies them home.Now what Naomi, Leo, and Bonnie must do is get on
the ship that was created with the plans from the capsule, and take Peter and
the capsule back to the proper year. But a rift in the fabric of time gets him
there much later than expected.What they find, what happens, and their
interactions with each other, make for a fascinating read. For the past, the
present, and the future all find themselves together, with a very surprising
alliance formedndash;from our planetary system and beyond.This was one of
the best-thought-out books I have read in a long time. There is so much going
on, at different levels, with different characters, and in entirely different
centuries, that a less-gifted author would have lost the reader with what could
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